
Calamvale, 3 Watervale Place
A Grand Ex-Display Home - Designed for Lavish
Entertaining

Prominently positioned on its expansive, 700sqm corner block, this grand
Queenslander offers modern multi-generational living for large families who
relish entertaining esteemed guests.

A marvellous home that boasts the utmost in versatility, with the potential for
dual-living, thanks to a door separating the rear retreat and 2 of the bedrooms
with bathroom and separate toilet. This presents a great opportunity for
accommodating extended family and guests.

A part of the prestigious Montruse Estate, this elegant, colonial-style charmer
benefits from a sprawling floorplan with endless space in which to host or relax
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as well as a huge kitchen, stunning wrap-around verandah, and a spacious rear
deck.

The immense corner frontage beckons you to enter this flawless residence, with
a driveway on one end leading to a double garage and a pedestrian gate on the
other ushering you up the steps to the spectacular wrap-around verandah.

Full of character, the lengthy and pristine verandah boasts delightful timber
balustrades, ornate corner brackets and quaint colonial-style sconces that will
captivate you and your guests. A gorgeous setting to enjoy your morning tea or
coffee, or evening tipple, it all overlooks the fully fenced, manicured front
gardens and immaculate paved pathways that stretch the length of the
perimeter.

The refinement continues within, where upon entry you'll find a timber-floored
foyer leads you through the enormous layout that boasts a contemporary
neutral colour palette, decorative wall mouldings, and towering ceilings.

At the very heart sits the large, modern kitchen which features plenty of
cabinetry and laminate workspace, as well as chic bulkheads, electric
appliances, and a dishwasher. Above the cosy breakfast bar is two trendy
pendant lights that elevate the classic appearance of this kitchen, with a
separate dining bar also available for casual hosting.

The dining bar conveniently sits opposite the sophisticated, air-conditioned
dining area that's complete with stunning hardwood floors and stylish feature
lighting above. Perfect for classy dinner parties, it sits adjacent to the timber-
floored lounge for post-meal unwinding or relaxed entertaining.

Through wide sliding doors, this all opens up to a massive rear deck where you
and your guests can enjoy a barbecue, drink, or chat in the privacy of the low
maintenance, fenced backyard. Benefiting from its own outdoor sink, this deck
ensures you never have to miss out on the alfresco revelries when preparing
feasts.

An air-conditioned media lounge can also be found inside, perfect for gathering
with family and friends to watch the latest movies. Of course, it could also just as
easily be transformed into another bedroom for guests, relatives, or adult
children, with a separate air-conditioned lounge with stylish pendant light
offering you the same versatility. On top of this there's also a timber-floored
retreat, rumpus or games room and a cute study nook for working from home or
getting little ones to complete their homework.

Four generous bedrooms can be found scattered along the perimeter of the
floorplan, all having views of the front gardens. The three junior bedrooms all
feature carpets, air conditioners, stylish matte-black ceiling fans and built-in
robes, while the immense master suite benefits from air conditioning, trendy
feature lighting, gleaming timber floors, a huge walk-in robe, quaint study nook,
an indulgent ensuite with spa bath, as well as a private sitting room perfect as a
parents retreat.
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A decadent shared bathroom is also available to impress guests, adorned by
glistening floor-to-ceiling tiles and trendy matte-black tapware, while yet
another pristine bathroom and separate powder room is also conveniently
available to visitors or residents.

Other highlights include:
- Security screens
- 18 solar panels (6.6kW system)
- Water tank
- Garden shed

A leisurely walk away from city-bound buses, parklands, shops and cafes, this
residence has an abundance of attractive qualities and local attractions.

- 550m to city-bound b
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Including Ensuite
Air Conditioning
Deck
Built-In-Robes
Toilets (2)
Solar Panels
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